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If you like this eBook, spread the word and share with your friends!
Follow me here:

@KateRaidtCoaching

@Kate_Raidt

Click HERE to go to my YouTube channel

@Kate-Raidt
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Hey There,
Thanks for hanging out with me today. I’m guessing your are here because
you are in sales? Awesome!
Do you feel like you are banging your head against a wall trying to improve
your sales? Oh, I remember those days! I’m here to help!
I love coaching salespeople. I’ve been a top-producing million-dollar earner
in sales for 28 years and a sales trainer for 27 years…and have lived to tell
about it. :)
I started my sales career at age 19 selling educational books door-to-door
to help pay for college. I finished my first summer #4 out of 4500
salespeople…without a car.
I also sold legal services to attorneys, called on CEOs for one of the largest
accounting firms in the world and built a supplemental insurance
organization selling B2B.
I wrote this book because my first 5 years in sales I worked really hard, but I
didn’t work very smart.
All of my “Ah-ha” moments came around my 7th-10th years in sales. And my
biggest breakthrough came at my 13th year in sales (which you will read
about below).
I want you to learn some critical skills much earlier in your career than I did.
Ready to jump in?
Let’s get after it!
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9 Critical Things I Wish I Knew My First 5 Years In Sales
Sell The Value, Not The Price
My first few years in sales, I was so scared of hearing “No” or having a zero
day with no sales, I oftentimes showed the smallest, cheapest product just to
get an easy “Yes”.
Then I followed the #1 producer in the company. She only sold the biggest
package. She got more “Yes’s” each day than I did.
So I followed suit and showed an $800 package instead of my dinky $100
package. And just like the other girl, I heard “Yes” all day long.
I realized that when I showed my $800 package, I had to do a much better
job of selling the value of the product, the long-term use, the pain point
that it solved, etc…
I learned people will pay $800 for something they value but won’t pay $100
for something they don’t value.
People want value - and they will pay 4X the price to get it.
What is the best value your company offers? Start closing only on that
package first. You can always break down the package into a smaller
package if, and only if, they give you the financial objection.
But your customer can’t buy what they don’t see.
Another tip: Don’t offer a high/medium/low package. Confused customers
don’t buy. The more pricing options you have, the more likely your customer
will be confused and not buy.
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Either close on your very best offer or your two best (the choice of two
positives). Never close on more than two.
You might like this related video What “I Can’t Afford It” REALLY Means

Discover the Pain Point, Then Solve The Problem
How would you feel if you were sick, went to the doctor, and learned later
that the doctor diagnosed every single patient with the same illness without
taking their temperature, swabbing their throat or doing any sort of
screening?
I hope you would be furious.
Well, salespeople are pretty guilty of giving their prospects a ‘one-size-fit-all’
diagnosis without ever asking or discovering what their true needs or pain
points are.
This took me years to figure out. What this required me doing is listening
instead of talking.
My first few years in sales I did most of the talking and gave a memorized
sales talk to each prospect. It was like throwing mud against a wall and
seeing what would stick.
I found buyers, but I would have found 2-3X the buyers if I had taken the
time to ask questions and discover what their true needs were.
Let me give you a few examples.
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Back when I sold educational books, we were taught to ask a couple of very
basic questions:
* How are your kids doing in school?
* Do they get a lot of homework?
* Mom, do you ever have trouble helping out?
All three of these questions resulted in very lame answers like “good”,
“yeah” or “uh huh” - neither told me the family’s true pain point.
Then the light bulb went off and I started asking very detailed question. My
new series of questions were:
* Are your kids making A’s, B’s or C’s in school?
* What subjects are they getting A’s in, and which are they getting B’s in?
* Do they have homework every night, every other night, or none at all?
* If they have homework, what subjects take the most time?
* Which subjects give your child the toughest time?
* Mom, what’s challenging about you trying to help out with homework?
* Does your child have plans to go to college? Why is that important to you?
Do you see the difference?
I received clear, specific answers. I was able to discover if Math was the pain
point, Science or Reading. And most importantly, I was able to customize my
product demonstration to fill these specific needs.
What are 7-10 specific questions you can be asking your prospects to
discover their pain point?
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Check out this video: What “I Need To Think About It" REALLY Means? to
learn more about how finding the need correlates with objections you are
getting.

Focus on MVPs (Most Valuable Prospects)
Not all prospects are created equally. But unfortunately, most salespeople
are told by their sales leader “talk to everyone”.
If you sell to doctors, you are probably told that “all doctors are prospects”.
If you sell custom suits, you are told “anyone who wears clothes is a
prospect”.
Sure, they are all prospects. But they are not your most valuable prospects.
An MVP (Most Valuable Prospect) is the prospect who is most likely to buy
your highest ticketed item with the least amount of objections or
obstacles.
Examples:
If you sell medial supplies, what type of doctor is most likely to buy your
best medical device and is easiest to catch (not in surgery all day)?
Cardiologists? Dentists? Oncologists?
When I sold legal services, all attorneys were prospects. But I quickly
learned that courtroom attorneys were my MVPs because they were most
likely to buy my $1000 per month subscription because they had to have
quick access to legal codes every day. Other types of attorneys didn’t see
the value as much.
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When I sold supplemental insurance, any warm body was a prospect, but
my MVPs were working women age 30-55. Why? Because they were usually
the decision-maker for the family, had a lot to lose if cancer were to affect
their family and (most importantly) had a form of payment in their purse to
pay the first month premium (which was required to make the sale).
Who are your MVPs?
If you focus your efforts on spending 80% of your time with your most
valuable prospects, it will be a game-changer in how many more sales you
will close.
Otherwise, you are spending too much time with wrong people or nonbuyers.
In my free webinar The Ultimate Masterclass To Getting Your Foot In The
Door, identifying your MVP is a key to getting your foot in more doors.
Register for my webinar today by going HERE.

Work Referrals. Even better, work 100% referrals
This makes me more mad than anything. I did 100% cold calls for thirteen
year. Yes, 13 years!
Not one sales manager, coach or trainer ever talked about referrals. Nobody
thought it was important.
But one day while selling insurance I stumbled into referrals. Very quickly, I
saw the profound impact referrals had on my sales. I got my business up to
100% referrals in less than 2 months.
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My closing percentage increased from 1 out of 5 to 4 out of 5 overnight!
Most importantly, I went from working 40+ hours per week to less than 10
hours per week. Yes, I quadrupled my sales working a fourth of the
hours - all by working referrals.
Those who know me well know that for the last five years, all I have focused
my efforts teaching salespeople to do is master referrals.
It makes me so angry thinking of all the countless hours I spent knocking on
doors, late at night and some weekends, when there was a much smarter
way I could have been working - but nobody taught me.
I truly feel if new salespeople only learn two things (referrals and product
knowledge) they will get off to a solid start. Why? Because referrals is the
biggest key to getting your foot in doors. And your product should sell
itself.
All of the fancy sales techniques can come later.
If referrals aren’t currently a majority of your business, it’s a MUST to start
learning how to effectively work referrals today.
You can learn more about my Referral Selling online training course HERE

Address Prospects By Their First Name
I was always taught to address all prospects by Mrs. Jones or Mr. Jones.
I didn’t think anything about it until salespeople started calling on me.
When the first thing out of someone’s mouth on the other end of the phone
is “Is this Mrs. Raidt”, I immediately know they are selling something.
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But the very few people who approach me “Hi, is this Kate?”, I have always
been much more receptive to them.
It doesn’t help that last names are commonly mispronounced. (By the way,
my last name is pronounced “Right”). It’s a big turnoff to butcher someone’s
name. First names are rarely mispronounced.
But most importantly, you want to address people how their friends address
them. And their friends call them by their first name.
In sales, you have 2 seconds to make a good first impression - and it all
starts with how you address your prospect.
I strongly suggest addressing all prospects by Bob, Susan, Jack or Melissa
(unless you are calling on a doctor or someone with an official title).

Never Do a Second Approach…Unless….
My first decade in sales I was taught to give not one…not two….but three
approaches to people who were ice cold.
And you wonder why the stereotype of the typical salesperson is pushy. :)
Again, once salespeople started calling on me, I realized how rude and
disrespectful it was for a salesperson to keep launching into their approach
or sales pitch after I said “I’m really busy today. Can you try me again
tomorrow?
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So I learned that there are 3 types of customers. Two of them you should
never do a second approach on. There is one that you can.
My free webinar The Ultimate Masterclass To Getting Your Foot In the Door
goes into detail on these three types of customers and exactly what to do
and say with each.
You can grab a spot in my webinar HERE

Create a Buying Atmosphere Instead of a Selling Atmosphere
People love to buy, but they hate to be sold.
A friend of mine owns a tennis shop in Nashville. She regularly has sales
reps from big name brands like Nike and Adidas come by her store to sell
her on what she needs to carry in her store.
She recently shared with me that she dreads the days when one of the reps
comes by because “he is so sales-y”. She said he sells, sells, sells her on what
he thinks she needs in her store.
On the other hand, she said one of the reps from the competing brand is
awesome. “I look forward to the days he comes to my store”, she said. She
also said he simply shows her everything that’s new for the season and lets
her pick out what she wants. My friend said this rep is so likable that “I feel
like giving him a hug every time he leaves.” :)
So what if you don’t represent a big name brand and don’t have the luxury
of “just letting people shop”?
It’s about the vibe or atmosphere that you create.
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You can accomplish this by simply saying “I’m going to show you X, Y and Z.
When I get done, you may love this and find it suits your needs perfectly - or
you may not. Many people have gotten this from me, but many others have
also told me “no thanks” (smile). Either way is totally okay with me. Just let
me know one way or the other when I get done. Cool?”
You might be thinking But you are telling people it’s okay to tell you ‘No’ doesn’t that create more ‘No’s’?
Actually, it creates more “Yes’s’.
Here’s why: When the buyer is relaxed and not feeling pressured by you (i.e.
you have created a BUYING atmosphere), the buying atmosphere naturally
leads to more sales.
Sales is a game of psychology. Whoever plays it better wins.
My first several years in sales I’m pretty sure I was like the sales-y tennis store
rep who tried to sell, sell, sell my customers.
Once I learned to give up control over the sale and allow people to tell me
‘No’, my sales increased!
Check out this video for more on this topic: Are You Creating a Buying
Environment or Selling Environment?

Focus On Quality Stats vs Quantity Stats
Every sales organization I worked for early in my career required me to
report my sales stats every night.
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The stats that all sales managers harped on were number of hours worked
and number of sales calls.
Yes, effort and activity are key to success in sales, but I learned that just
merely ‘working a lot of hours’ and ‘calling on a lot of prospects’ wasn’t the
key to my success.
The most important statistic I tracked every day was the number of sit
down presentations - the number of people I actually showed my
products to.
It’s easy for salespeople to feel that they are working really hard but
producing very little when they are focusing on quantity stats vs quality stats.
To me, the most quality stat is the number of prospects you sit down
with.
Yes, you need to make the initial call to get the sit down, but if you can get
really good at approaching prospects and move the needle on that, you will
get more sit down presentations and therefore increase your sales.
Again, my free webinar solely focuses on how to get your foot in more
doors.

Turn Missed Opportunities Into a Goldmine of Sales
My first five years in sales, whenever I ran into a prospect who wasn’t
interested, already owned the product I was selling or was already doing
business with the competitor, I just walked back to my car frustrated.
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I didn’t know that just because someone tells me “no” or already owns the
product, that I couldn’t utilize them for something else.
When I finally started working smarter, I started asking every single one of
these people for referrals.
You already have our product? Awesome, maybe you can help me in another
way.
Can’t buy from me today? No big deal. Maybe you can help me in another
way.
Already doing business with (competitor)? They are a terrific company.
Maybe you can help me in another way.
I got gazillions of referrals from people who didn’t buy from me. But they
led me to a goldmine of other business.
So when you run into these ‘missed opportunities’, turn these situations into
a referral opportunity.
____________________________________________________________________
Whew, is your head spinning? :)
As I mentioned before, take one of the tips from above and apply it today.
After you have mastered that one thing, go back through this list and find a
second one to tackle.
Just promise me you won’t wait 13 year to start working referrals! :)
If you found a few things in this eBook helpful, please share with your
colleagues and friends who are in sales.
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For more free sales tips, stay in touch on my Facebook group HERE and
subscribe to my YouTube channel.
Have a terrific year!
Happy Selling and All The Best,
Kate
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